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from 2021-03-20 to 2021-03-23 we can see an increase in extortion emails. these are the emails of
the sextortion campaign discussed previously that were not already caught by our rbl. this illustrates
how hornetsecuritys multi-layered filtering system works. spammers will always acquire ips that are
not blacklisted by rbls. but these emails will simply be caught by one of our later filter stages. the

data of filtered emails is analyzed and the new clean ips of the spammers are added to the rbl. this
way, our systems can also handle large-scale attacks with ease. record your keystrokes and mouse
movements and clicks relative to window or screen. reproduce your macros with automatic window
activation. pause and play them step-by-step. get long repetitive tasks done in instants. all using

customizable hotkeys that will work at any time. thus, users need to be aware of the following
points: if you receive an email with a "double-spaced" document, be very suspicious. if the email

contains an attachment, open the attachment. check your spam filters, as macro malware can often
be automatically filtered into your spam folder. excel files with macros can be detected with several

antivirus scanners including the following: clamav, bitdefender, f-secure, kaspersky, panda,
symantec, and many others. after you identify the infected file, remove it and scan your system

using the following: hijackthis, malwarebytes, f-prot, and others. clean the infected registry key(s).
macro attacks can be targeted at individual users or entire organizations. the most common attacks

focus on stealing sensitive data from systems such as keystrokes, financial data, or sensitive
corporate plans. most organizations use antivirus programs that can detect most macro attacks on
the infected system. however, certain types of macro malware are extremely difficult to detect, and

the techniques of a macro attacker can hide from antivirus programs.
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